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11.31 INTRODUCTION
In Unit 10, you have studied the optical spectra of atoms. You know that optical spectra
results when electrons in the outer open subshells make a transition from excited states
to the ground state; the photons emitted in this process have wavelengths in the visible
region. In this sense, observation of optical spectra supports the theory of atomic shell
structure. But optical spectra are not the only source of infofiation about the shell
structure of atoms. As we have said in Unit 10, the transitions of electrons in inner
shells result in X-ray spectra.
Therefore, in the last unit of the block we focus our attention onX-rays. Now, in order
to generate X-rays an anticathode in a vacuum tube is bombarded by high energy
electrons. ,Such a bombardment produces two types ofX-rays, One of them has a
continuous spectrum and is produced due to the deceleration of the charged electrons
inside the anticathode. The highest frequency of suchx-rays is given by E/h, where
E is the kinetic energy of the bombarding electrons. The intensity distribution of these
X-rays as a function of the .frequency depends little on the material of the anticathode.
This phenomenon is known as Bremsstrahlung.
Simultaneously, a second type of X-rays are also produced. Their frequencies are
characteristic of the material of the anticathode. Hence they are known ascharacteristic
X-rays. It is the study of characteristic X-rays that leads to the determination of the
atomic structure. In this unit we are interested in characteristic X-rays which are
discrete in nature and are produced by transitions involving the inner shells of atoms.
You may know that the X-ray part of the electromagnetic spectrum extends from
wavelengths of about
m to wavelengths about 6 x 10 -I4 rn corresponding to
frequencies between about 3 x 10" Hz and 5 x loz3 HZ. The energy of X-ray photons
lies in the range of 1.2 x lo3 eV to about 2.4 x 10' eV. These energies correspond to
differences in inner shell electron energies. So, in Sec. 11.2 we shall discuss the atomic
transitions responsible for X-ray spectra and the relevant selec6on rules.
Moseley used the shell model to analyze X-ray spectra of many elements and
demonstrated the connection between the atomic number and the frequencies emitted.
You will study this relationship known Moseley's law in Sec. 11.3.
Finally, in the last section of this unit we present a brief discussion of the applications.
of X-rays, in medicine, materials science, astronomy and industry.

Objectives

s

After studying this unit you should be able to
determine X-ray terms and the allowed atomic transitions which produce
characteristic X-rays,

'

8

;

apply Moseley's law,

'a. discuss applications of X-rays.

11.2 X-RGU SPECTAMAND SELECTION RULES
X-ray spectra are associated with complex atoms containing many electrons.
Characteristic X-rays (Fig. 1 1.1) are produced when electrons in the inner shells of the
atoms make.transitions from one state to another. In order to facilitate our study let us
first learn the X-ray tenns. In X-ray nomenclature, the inner-most shell of an atQm
(n = 1) is known as the K shell. The next shell, i.e;, n = 2 is temed the L shell.
However, you know that for n = 2, 1 has two values 0 and 1 and therefore, for
s = 112, we have j = 112 and 312. Thus we have three t e n s given by 2'sln, 2 2 ~ , n
and 2 2 ~ 3 nAll
. the three terms have slightly different energies and in X-ray
nomenclature they are known as &, and blsubshells. Similarly for n = 3 shell,

.

1 has three values 0,1 and 2 and correspondinglyj =
2 Thus, this shell has
2 ' 2 '2
five subshells (3 2 ~ l n3, 'pln, 3 'p3n, 3 'D3n, 3 2 ~ 5 ndenoted
)
by MI to MV.YOU may

like to determine certain X-ray terms yourself.
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Flg. 11.1: X-ray spectrum.
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Spend

Show that there will be seven subshells for n = 4 shell and give all the spectroscopic
tenns and their X-ray nomenclature.

We have listed some of the X-ray subshells with the corresponding values of n, 1 and j
and spectroscopic terms in Table 1 1.1.

TabJe11.1: X-ray terms
Subshell

n

I

j

Term

The corresponding energy level diagram is shown in Fig.. 11.2. Study both Table 11.1
and Fig. 11.2 before proceeding further.

,
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Wavelength

You may now ask: How are X-rays produced? Are all the transitions between the inner
energy levels allowed or do there exist certain selection rules as in the case of optical
spectra? Let us find the answer to these questians.
In its normal state an atom has two eleptrons in its K shell. Suppose one of the K shell
electron is taken out of the atom by some process, such as the bombardment of the
target in an X-ray tube. The collision causes the ejection of an atomic electron from the
K shell. The atom. is singly ionized and has one hole (vacancy) in its K shell. Such an
ion is in a highly excited stiite:The ion deexcitks when one of the remaining electrons
makes a quantum jump from an outer energy state and fills the vacancy left by the
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Fig. 11.2: Some X-my terms and K, Iinea.

ejected,electron. In the process of stabilisation, a number of transitions of the atomic
electrons from the upper (outer) states to lower (inner) states take place till the vacancy
is transferred to the upper (outer) most level. Every transition produces characteristic
emission lines and some of the lines lie in theX-ray region. Thus X-ray spectra is
produced.
'Ihe so called K and L series of X-rays result from all such electron transitions t o the
n = 1 and n = 2 inner shells of the singly ionized atom. A vacancy in L shell or M
shell of heavy atoms also produces X-ray spectra Like optical spectra, the X-ray
spectra is also subjected to the following selection rules.

Hence an 4.shell electron cannot make a transition to K shell but L1,to K and LIII
to K transitions are allowed. m e above two transitions give rise to K and K lines.
a 1 is 2 2 A
respectively. It is easy to see that the intensity ratio ofKa and K lines
measurement ofthe,wavelengths of these lines can identi4 the atom. Similar transitionr
between K and M shells or between L and M shells also produce characteristic X-ray
lines.

az

You may now like to apply the selection -rules toX-ray spectra.

spend

,SAQ 2

5 min

Draw approximate energy levels forL and M shells and show all the allowed
transitions.
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The fmi ccmprehensivo study of characteristic X-ray8 wm done by IL0.J. Macley. He
investigatdthe K and L spectra of many. elements in the periodic table, His n w e y of
the elements revealed a Pattern in the relationship betwen emitted frrquen&~ m d the
atomk number of the atoms. These empirical observations u.encapsulated in the form.
.af Moseley's law. Let us now study this law.
.

\

.

X-Ray Spectra

11.3 MOSELEU'S LAW
As shown in Sec. 11.2, the energy of an X-ray subshell depends upon the quantum
numbers n, 1, and j.
However, in a crude approximation we may represent the energy value of a shell by the
hydrogenic formula after replacing the atomic number2 by 2- a,where a is known as
screening constant. Thus for n shell we take

Now a transition between nz to n l will produce an X-ray line of frequency

On *e assumption that the screening constants a, and a, have the same value a we
1
2
obtain

The above equation shows that v is directly proportional to the square of the atomic
number Z. Such a relationship between the frequency v and the atomic number Z is
known as Moseley's law (Fig. 11.3). Moseley was able to change targets in hisX-ray
tube and observe the frequencies of X-rays for more than 40 elements between .
aluminium and gold in the periodic table. His experimental results were in agreement
with Eq. (11.4). However, you should note that taking a to be independent of 11 is not a
good approximation, Hence Moseley's law has only a limited validity.
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Fig, 11.3 : Moseley's Law.
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SAQ 3
Use Moseley's law to obtain the frequency of anX-ray line when an L to K transition
takes place in a silver atom. Take a = 3.

Let us now briefly consider some appliciltions of X-rays, mainly in medicine, industry,
materials science and astronomy.

4

APPLICATIONS OF X-RAYS

Due to their greater energy, X-rays ionize or dissociate the atoms and molecules of
substances through which they pass. The phenomenon ofX-ray absorption is an example
of the familiar photoelectric effect the absorption of anx-ray photon excites the atom
above its ionization level and ejects a bound electron. A quantum mechanical probability
can be introduced LO describe the photon-atom interaction. And an absorption cross
section can be defined to account for the behaviour of a beam ofx-rays incident on the
atoms in a sample of matter. We measore absorption in the laboratory by observing the
attenuation of an X-ray beam in its passage through a thickness of material. The
fractional decrease in intensity -(-&/I is related to the element of thickness dx by the
proportionality

-

where the constant j& defines the absorption coefficient of the material. This expression
is easily integrated to give the intensity as a function of distancex through the sample,
starting with incident intensity Io:

J'

dl = -

I
I n -I = - w

'0

or

.

b

Z = Zoe-IW

or

The absorption coefficient varies with the material and depends on the wavelength of the
X-rays. We can us'e measurements of the attenuation to determine this dependence, and
we can then infer the related behaviour of the absorption cross section for the given
element.
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Fig. 11.4: K and L absorption edges of lead. The wavelength thresholds o c n v where the X-ray photon
energy becomes lmdflclent to eject a K or L shell electron. Emlgelon lines of l a d in the K
and L serlea are nlpo shown.
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Fig. 11.4 shows a typical graph of CI, as a function of the wavelength A. We observe
zero absorption in the limit X + 0. This observation tglls us that the absorbing medium
is transparent to X-rays' when the beam energy is very large. We then observe a steady

I

..

I

I

I

growth in absorption as the photon energy decreases from large values and as 3t
increases from zero,! until w%reach a sharp value of h where the medium suddenly
becomes transparent again. This feature of the graph is called an absorption edge, the
first of several to appear with increasing 3t in the figure. The indicated K absorption
edge occurs a1 wavelength hK,where the photon energy is the minimum needed to
ionize the atom and leave a vacancy in the K shell. When h becomes larger than 3Lfi the
X-ray photon energy becomes too small to free a K-shell electron but remains large
enough to eject an elech-on from an L (or higher) shell. We again observe a steady
growth in absorption as the wavelength continues to increase until we reach one of the
indicated L absorption edges. The various absorption thresholds along with the
characteristic X-ray emission lines provide a signature of the particular atom, and both
give an indication of the energy levels of the system. We include the emission lines of
the K and L series in the figure so that we can note the positions of these spectral lines
relative to the absorption edges.

X-Ray Spectra

I

I

I

The property of penetration of materials by X-rays makes them very useful for various
applications, particularly in medical diagnosis. The relatively greater absorption of
X-radiation by bones as compared with tissue results in a fairly 'well-defined'
photograph of the bone structure. You must surely have seen such X-ray plates. X-rays
are also used for treatment of cancer since they seem to have a tendency to destroy
diseased tissue more readily than healthy tissue. But you must remember that X-radiation
(in any amount, small or lnrge) do& destroy some good tissue. Hence, extreme care
must be taken to protect oneself when handling X-rays or during exposure to X-rays.

Medicine

X-rays are used to produce a photographic image of an opaque specimen and provide
information about the gross internal structure of any object that they can penetrate. This
technique called radiography is widely used in diverse areas ranging from medicine to
industry. Whether it is to examine the chest of a patient for evidence of tuberculosis,
silicosis, heart pathology or embedded foreign objects, of bones in cases of fractures or
of arthritis or other bone diseases, X-rays, as you know, are the most handy tool used in
medical applications.
X-ray radiography is also used in detecting internal flaws in metal casting or welded
joints. A defective casting or welded joints inserted into a bridge or a building can lead
to disastrous results. Such metal parts and welds in a pipe are routinely examined by
X-rays to observe cracks, inclusions and voids before they are used. X-ray radiography
also helps in detecting any crack in the body of ships, cars and aeroplanes. Industrial
radiography enables detection of internal physical imperfections in materials such as
flaws, segregations, porosities etc. It is often used to visualize inaccessible internal parts
of industrial systems to check their location or condition, e.g., in the foundry industry to
guarantee the soundness of castings; in the welding of pressure vessels, pipelines, ships
and reactor components to guarqntee the soundness of welds; in the manufacture of fuel
elements for reactors to guarantee their size and soundness; in the solid-propellant and
high explosives industry to guarantee the purity of the material being used; in the
automotive, aircraft, nuclear, space, oceanic and guided-missile industries, whenever
internal soundness is required.

Industry

Among the many .objects now examihed by radiography are coal, minerals, rubber tyres,
golf balls, fabricated objects with internal seals, electricgl equipment, printed circuits,
fibers, plastics, containers of all kinds, grain, fruit, meats, battery, plates, suitcases,
postal packages, and paintings.
Computerized tomography (CT) scan use X-rays to produce images of internal organs of
the body and has made a strong impact o,n medical diagnosis and industrial inspection.
X-rays also find application in materials science. You have briefly studied Bragg's
diffraction law in the context of wave-particle duality. It was first discovered for
diffraction of X-rays from the surface layers of a crystal. With a known crystal of lattice
spacing d, we can measure the wavelength of the radiation; and with a known
wavelength we can measure the lattice spacing d. X-ray diffraction has been developed
into a standard technique for analysing crystal structure and its defects. X-ray diffraction
and crystallography has led to extensive study of crystal structures, their atomic
ari.angements and electron distribution, etc. Chemical elementa1,analysis of soljds,
ljquids and thin films uses X-rays as a non-destructiG ih'y'sical'%ethod. X-ray
microscopy is used to obtain quantitative chemical information about samples as small
. -

Materials Sclence
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Astronomy

,

X-rays are being widely used in astronomy for exploring the universe. All types of
astronomical objects, from stars to galaxies and quasars emit X-rays which can be
detected by specially designed X-ray telescopes placed in rockets, satellites and space
probes above the Earth's atmosphere. These have led to the discovery of new stellar
objects and yielded information about the distribution o<stelliv objects in the sky,
time-evolution of galaxies and supernova remnants, and later stages of a star's life when
it metamorphoses into a collapsed object like a white dwnrf, neutron star or black hole,
With this brief discussion of X-ray applications, we come to the end of this unit. Let us
now summarise what you have studied in this unit.

11.5 SUMMARY
e X-rays are produced in two ways

(i) when high speed electrons penetrate atoms, they decelerate as they pass close to
the atomic nuclei and produce continuous X-radiation spect um. This is often
referred to as "Bremsstrahlung".
(ii) In another process, these electrons remove electrons from the inner shells by
collision. The transitions of atomic electrons from outer shells to vacant inner
shells result in characteristic X-rays.

e The selection rules for atomic transitions that yield a characteristic X-ray spectrum
are

e The relationship between the characteristic X-ray frequencies emitted by an atom
and its atomic number are given by Moseley's l a w
e X-rays find several applications in medicine, industry, astronomy and materials
science.

11.6 TERMINAL QUESTIONS

Spend 15 min,

r
1. At what potential difference must an X-ray tube operate to produce x-rays with a
.
minimum wavelength of lA?
2. X-rays from a certain cobalt target tube are composed of the strong K-series of
cobalt and weak K lines due to impurities. The wavelengths of the K, lines are
1.785 A for cobalt and 1.537 A and 2.285 A for the impurities, Using Moseley's
law, calculate the atomic numbers of the impurities and identify the elements.

11.7 SOLUTIONS AND ANSWERS
Self-Assessment Questions
1. F o r n = 4 , 1 = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , a n d s = l l 2

.Thus for

1 = 0,

j = 112

1 =1,

j =1/2,3/2

l =2,

j =3/2,5/2

1 . = 3,

j = 512, 712

,

I,

Hence for n = 4, the subshells and corresponding tenas are
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See Fig. 11.5.

Fig.ll.5: Energy levels for L and M shclls, and allowed transitions between L and M s h e k

Terminal Questions
1. The energy is given by

r

= 2.0 X 10-l~J
And the potential difference is

2, Using Moseley's law we can write

Application of Qunntum
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For K series nl = 1, n2 = 2. For cobalt Z = 27 and applying Moseley's law we can
write

(i) Now for the first impurity, h = 1.537 A. Therefore, from Moseley's law we have

(2- 1)2 = 790
or

(Z-1)

-

28

and

Z = 29, so the impurity is copper.
(iii) for the second impurity, we have I, = 2.285

and
Z = 24, so the impurity is chromium.

A. Thus

I

Table of fundamental constants
Quantity

Symbol

Value

Planck's constant

Velocity of light in vacnum
Elementary charge (absolute
value of electron charge)
Permeability of free space
Permittivity of free space
Gravitational constant
Fine structure constant
Avogadro's number
.

Faraday's constant
Boltzmann's constant
Gas constant
Atomic mass unit
Electron mass
Proton mass
Neutron mass
Ratio of proton to
electron mass
Electron charge to
mass ratio

I

1 ellnt,

Classicaj radiuS
of electron

r

Bohr radius for
a. =
atomic hydrogen
.(with infinite nuclear mass)
Rydberg's constant
for infinite nuclear mass

'

4moti2
me2

--

me2 - cc
R- = -----

8 ~ ~ ~4m0
h ~ c

Rydberg's constaht
for atomic hydrogen

RH

Bohr magneton

eA
y ='2m
-

Nuclear .magneton

eA
~ N = F
P

,

